
Y6 CHALLENGE 3 

SOCIAL JUSTICE 

AND EQUALITY 

 

Use Your Voice 
Challenge Description 

Write your own song based on a theme in the news this year. For example, the refugee 

crisis in Europe or gun crime in the USA. 

Challenge Detail 

Research music that has been written or created to promote awareness of social issues.  

Choose a style (e.g. blues, pop, ballad, rap) then create the lyrics.  Write the melody and 

use music software to record and develop your ideas. 

Questions to help 

• What issues have other songwriters written about? 

• When did your chosen genre / style of music evolve and develop? 

• Why is it important for musicians to raise awareness of social issues? 

• How would you promote your song to spread the message? 

Your creation 

A song.  You may also include a presentation in any format about your research and 

creative process. 

Subject links 

Music, PSHE, Geography, History, English, ICT. 

Optional extension 

Think about how you could communicate the message of your song visually and create a 

music video to accompany it. 

 Children will be given a timetabled opportunity to share their work with their class. 

 Challenge deadline: Wednesday 13th March, 2019 
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Success Criteria 

You will be successful if: 

 You create a project based on your chosen challenge  

 Apply what you have learnt creatively 

 Provide a summary of the key points 

 You are able to reflect on your work (what went well and what would you do 

differently?) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*The presentations should last for a maximum of ten minutes 

 Success Criteria: Content and 
Presentation 

   

Content 

Good research    
Demonstrates knowledge and understanding     
Creative thinking    
Clear structure     
Good length – includes detail but is articulate    
Includes personal comment and reflection    

Presentation 
of work 

Good presentation – easy to follow and 
interesting  

   

Clarity (in voice or visual presentation)    
Creative thinking     
Good pace – not too fast or too slow    
Able to draw out key information so that the 
audience will remember important points 

   

Involves audience – asks questions    


